Financial Services

Wealth Management
Client Onboarding
How today’s leading firms are
reimagining the client experience

Learn how to transform onboarding, reduce friction and risk, and deliver a superior experience
to clients as well as advisors and partners. From accelerating data collection to managing
compliant communications, the Smart Communications Conversation Cloud™ platform
supports your digital transformation initiatives.

The Case for Updating Onboarding
Changing client demographics and expectations,
constantly shifting compliance regulations, increasing
competition from digital disrupters: These are just a few
of the issues keeping wealth management leaders awake
at night. However, client onboarding often remains highly
manual and time-consuming, taking weeks in many cases.
This is not only costly; it reduces your revenue potential.

Orchestrate Consistent Communications
from One Centralized Platform
Wealth management clients want to engage with advisors
from anywhere in the world, on their own timetable.
Clients also increasingly expect updates via mobile or
other channels they choose, even starting a conversation
on one device and completing it on another.
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Delivering on these expectations means managing a
single platform to coordinate and progress conversations
across an ever-growing number of client touchpoints
and communication channels.
If you’re managing multiple communications systems to
support different channels or brands, you’re not only missing
the mark on true omnichannel conversations; you’re also
inviting compliance risk whenever regulatory guidelines change.
Smart Communications helps you support and grow client
and advisor relationships with a platform that responds to
their demands for fast, seamless onboarding interactions.
Financial services institutions around the world have achieved
ROI in streamlining client onboarding with Smart
Communications. We can help you achieve similar results.

of wealth management firms
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The Conversation Cloud
COLLECT
Forms (even online forms) are quickly becoming
a relic of the past, due in part to their inefficiency,
as well as increased risk of NIGO errors, noncompliance,
and lack of cross-device functionality. Instead of
the same form for everyone, Smart Communications
transforms static, forms-based processes into intelligent,
conversational user experiences. Advisors or clients are
guided to answer questions based on known data
from your CRM or other core systems, as well as new
information—which reduces confusion and data errors.

COLLABORATE
Often, multiple stakeholders are involved
in completing a task or moving through a
process. It could be a client’s spouse, a broker or another
intermediary providing inputs or approvals. Smart
Communications helps you negotiate and execute
business-critical agreements across internal and external
stakeholders using experience-driven workflows.
Automate collaboration, manage multiple back-andforth interactions, and accelerate multi-step processes,
with a full audit trail.

INTEGRATION
Easily integrate key pieces of your core systems
and CX technologies to break down internal
silos, optimize existing investments and provide a more
complete view of the customer. The Conversation Cloud™
has both pre-built connectors and open APIs to extend
your technology stack. Link to CRM platforms like
Salesforce, as well as ERP platforms, content archiving,
and process automation or case management platforms
like Pega. In addition, you can automatically synch with
third-party data sources, such as identify verification
systems, for regulatory compliance. Connect your
e-signature platform so you can make onboarding fully
digital from start to finish.
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COMMUNICATE
Improve the customer experience and
deepen loyalty by creating and delivering
personalized, contextual, and compliant communications
across preferred channels—from real- time alerts and
client correspondence to complex documents, like
investment proposals or disclosures. Lock down content
sections for compliance while allowing advisors to
personalize other sections. Enable advisors to work inside
your core system and reduce the risk of relying on tools
like Microsoft Word.

COORDINATE
With Smart Communications, you can
orchestrate insightful, two-way interactions
across all channels to optimize the customer experience.
Design customer journeys that take advantage of new
technologies like chatbots and SMS messaging to give
clients and agents alerts and updates. This enables new
clients to move through the onboarding process faster,
with less paper, and frees advisors from manual effort.

INTELLIGENCE
Gain insight into how quickly investors are
moving through onboarding, or where they
may be getting stuck and dropping engagement in the
data-collection process. See what content fragments are
used more frequently, or analyze content readability or
sentiment. By leveraging Smart Communications’ Intelligence capabilities, you can make your content and the
entire client journey even more effective.
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Smart Communications Helps St. James’s Place
Realize Significant Savings
St. James’s Place plc (SJP), a Global 2000 wealth management firm
in the U.K., came to Smart Communications for help simplifying
cumbersome and overly complex onboarding documentation
and improving template management for compliance.
Implementing the Smart Communications Conversation Cloud™
empowered advisors to capture information digitally from clients
and automatically generate Product Suitability documents from
their Salesforce system. St. James’s Place is now able to:
• Capture significant savings from reduced print and mail costs
• Improve internal operational efficiency
• Offer investor clients a choice of communication channels
• Deliver a more personalized experience

Wealth Management Customers Achieve Real Results

For the Front Office:
Improved Digital Experience
for Clients and Advisors
• Enable clients to engage
seamlessly, 24/7, anywhere in
the world, from desktop to
mobile and even on channels like
chatbots or mobile banking apps
• Accelerate onboarding turnaround
time with less need to rekey data
or fix errors
• Easily create compliant
communications, from simple
correspondence to disclosures
and proposals
• Integrate e-signatures into any
process, reducing friction
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For Operations and
Compliance Leaders:
Increased Efficiency and
Reduced Compliance Risks
• Automate manual work processes
and support straight-through
processing of tasks like identity
verification
• Reduce paper and print costs
• Improve advisor productivity and
strengthen partner relationships
• Make sure advisors always collect
the right information and send
the right information based on
regulatory guidelines
• With regression testing, easily
see the impact of potential
template changes

For CIOs:
Lower IT Costs and
Improved Flexibility
• Empower the business to manage
and update content and rules
to adapt to changing market
conditions with a low-code,
easy-to-use platform
• Extend investments in CRM,
RPA, e-signature tools and other
IT systems
• Gain maximum flexibility and
enterprise scalability with our
100% cloud-based platform
built to be secure enough for
all 15 of the world’s leading
investment banks
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Wealth management clients want to interact
with their advisors anytime, anywhere and on any
device or channel; they expect access to as much
information as possible and as quickly as possible.
—“Designing the Digital Wealth Management
Client Experience,” Celent 2

The Next Evolution in Customer Relationships
Traditional communications rely on methods that can cause frustration for customers who have become increasingly
accustomed to seamless, always-ready digital interactions across devices. Smart Communications delivers an intelligent,
forms-free experience that understands your client’s personal preferences, device and location.
Applying modern, automated processes in place of cumbersome manual tasks is a game-changer for financial services
institutions and their clients. To be ready for what’s next, transform traditional communications into smarter conversations.
Traditional Communications
• Static
• Print-centric
• Uni-channel

• Disconnected
• One-way
• Siloed

SMARTER Conversations
Two-Way
• Back-and-forth
• Omnichannel
• Real-time

Relevant
• Contextual
• Memory
• Connection

Scalable
• Cloud-centric
• Digital-first
• Leverages AI

Seamless digital onboarding is a must for today’s discerning wealth management customers. In addition to offering your
clients a best-in-breed onboarding experience, wealth managers can use Smart Communications to enhance processes,
exception handling, data quality, regulatory compliance and more.

Isn’t It Time To Get SMARTER?
Visit smartcommunications.com to learn more.

Smart Communications helps financial services institutions engage in more meaningful customer
conversations across the entire customer lifecycle. We empower companies to succeed in today’s
digital-focused, customer-driven world while simplifying processes and operating more efficiently.
Smart Communications is headquartered in the UK and serves more than 650 customers, including
the top 15 global investment banks, from offices across North America, Europe, and Asia Pacific.
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Gartner, Top 10 Trends in Wealth Management Technology for 2021.
https://visit.dowjones.com/newswires/content/celent-digital-wealth-management/
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